COMPANY
RTI Automação Comercio e Instalações Ltda. have recognized presence in the market as
a company capacitated to diagnose the necessities of its clients.
With 20 years of experience and a team in full syntony with what there is of most innovative in
the field of automation, it stands for its vocation in developing and implanting industrial
processes integrated and personalized.
From specific diagnoses, it projects and develops processes of optimization of the production,
with a focus on efficiency and identification of components at ready delivery, more appropriate
for a safe and reliable operation, what makes the combination of agility with ideal credibility,
and not only in products but also services. The team has the objective of giving support during
all the procedures, besides the posterior assistance to the client technical support realized
since the stage of implementation and always in the responsibility of trained and capacitated
professionals.
Areas of Performance:
-

Automation;

-

Systems and industrial sensors;

-

Systems of security;

-

Industrial identification.

Team
Traditional provider of analogical and digital instruments to monitor processes, RTI search
continuously to new technologies with its team of techniques and specialists.
Through courses and trainings the engineers participates of constant improvements that
assure utilization of options of the latest generation, available in the world market and most
appropriate to each client.

Services and Products

RTI prioritize excellency in customer service and offers specialized services with a diversified
line of products for different areas of application. It is recognized for working only with
products of comproved quality, certification of origin and technologic recognition.
Services:
-

Application in robotic cells;

-

Development of projects and electric assembly;

-

Development of projects and mechanical assembly;

-

Development of software and supervisory systems;

Products
-

Safety Light Curtains;

-

Temperature Controllers;

-

Controllers and totalizers;

-

Encoder;

-

Laser Scanner;

-

Monitors of electric chain, tension and level;

-

Area Scanner;

-

Color Sensors;

-

Proximity Sensors;

-

Photoelectric Sensors;

-

Industrial Sensors;

-

Vision Sensors;

-

Timers;

Integration of Processes
The integration of processes for RTI starts with a precise diagnoses, it gathers technical and
specific knowledge, integrates products to processes, develops adequate software’s and
supervise the final project. The result of this project is the delivery of efficiency, economy and
quality control.
(Graphic)
1. DIAGNOSES: gather of necessities; customer service.
2. EXPERTISE: identification of solutions; qualified team.
3. TECHNOLOGY AND PRECISION: integration of products to processes.

4. SECURITY: development of adequate processes.
5. CONTROL: supervision and inspection of the process.
6. HIGH VALEU AGREGATED: efficiency, agility and economy.

